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'I have lost interest ... in all that I have written prior to The Philosophy of Money. This one is really my book, the others appear to me colourless and seem as if they could have been written by anyone else.' - Georg Simmel to Heinrich Rickert (1904)



In The Philosophy of Money, Simmel provides us with a remarkably wide-ranging discussion of the social, psychological and philosophical aspects of the money economy, full of brilliant insights into the forms that social relationships take. He analyzes the relationships of money to exchange, the human personality, the position of women, individual freedom and many other areas of human existence. Later he provides us with an account of the consequences of the modern money economy and the division of labour, which examines the processes of alienation and reification in work, urban life and elsewhere. Perhaps, more than any of his other sociological works, The Philosophy of Money gives us an example of his comprehensive analysis of the interrelationships between the most diverse and seemingly connected social phenomena.



This revised edition of the translation by Tom Bottomore and David Frisby, includes a new Preface by David Frisby.
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Performance Basics (ASTD Training Basics)American Society for Training and Develpment, 2004
Organizations are focusing more on measurable results and improved productivity. This book provides an introduction to Human Performance Improvement, Human Performance Technology, and Performance Consulting so you can start applying them to your work.

Performance Basics  is designed to give readers an introduction to Human...
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Learn Autodesk Inventor 2018 Basics: 3D Modeling, 2D Graphics, and Assembly DesignApress, 2017

	
		Get started with the basics of part modeling, assembly modeling, presentations, and drawings in this step-by-step tutorial on Autodesk Inventor fundamentals. Next, this book teaches you some intermediate-level topics such as additional part modeling tools, sheet metal modeling, top-down assembly features, assembly joints, and dimension...
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Calculated Risks: How to Know When Numbers Deceive YouSimon & Schuster, 2003

	At the beginning of the twentieth century, H. G. Wells predicted that statistical thinking would be as necessary for citizenship in a technological world as the ability to read and write. But in the twenty-first century, we are often overwhelmed by a baffling array of percentages and probabilities as we try to navigate in a world dominated...
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Mastering CryENGINEPackt Publishing, 2014

	Use CryENGINE at a professional level and master the engine's advanced features to build AAA quality games


	Overview

	
		Explore the CryENGINE production methods used by industry professionals
	
		Master the advanced features of CryENGINE, such as facial animation and the input system

...
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Chemical Analysis of Contaminated Land (Sheffield Analytical Chemistry)Blackwell Publishing Limited, 2003
This book sets out to provide a description of the chemical analysis of potentially contaminated land for all those involved in risk assessment. It is not intended as a recipe book of analytical methods. Indeed, with the wide range of techniques and options available, it would be impracticable and unnecessary to document all potential methods, and...
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Handbook of Cognitive-Behavioral Therapies, Fourth EditionThe Guilford Press, 2019

	
		Now revised and expanded with over 50% new material, this definitive clinical reference is the text of choice for graduate-level courses in evidence-based psychotherapy. Foremost authorities describe the conceptual and scientific foundations of cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and provide a framework for assessment and case...
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